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With the US election behind us we are at least in future to be spared that daily deluge of
political dirge, though South Africa will continue to be locked in the same mindless stuff
until Mangaung is also behind us.
Unfortunately both situations will not, so far as the investment climate is concerned, simply go away.
Currently the whole world awaits with increasing trepidation the outcome of what has become known as
the “US Fiscal Cliff.” Unless the U.S. Congress acts first, $600 billion in tax hikes and federal spending
cuts will take effect at the end of this year with a potentially devastating impact on the world economy.
Most observers are reasonably confident that the worst will not be allowed to happen. Indeed it cannot
be allowed to happen. But until investors have been able to see the outcome of negotiations between
the two opposing political camps and been able to think through the consequences of whatever
concessions are agreed upon, world markets are likely to remain in conservative mode. Furthermore,
as we move towards 2013 it is clear that these issues are likely to be only some of several significant
items influencing the tides of economic and investment thought.
What is particularly important to ponder on at this time is the impact of quite dramatic social change
occurring in China which, from several decades of dominating world manufacturing production, is quite
rapidly having to convert from an export driven economy to one serving the rising consumer demands
of its vast population. Simultaneously, the United States, rendered lean and mean as a result of the
post sub-prime Great Recession and now having access to massive low-cost energy reserves as a
result of its development of shale gas fracking, is being targeted by an increasing number of analysts,
to regain its former world industrial domination.
An important component of the latter is the US Federal Reserve’s policy of “Quantative Easing” which,
while flooding the developing world with dollars and artificially strengthening currencies like the Rand
which make it very difficult for countries like South Africa to remain industrially competitive, also
undercuts China’s ability to compete with the US. Simultaneous with this, by weakening the dollar, it
reduces in real terms the sums the US must eventually pay back when government T Bonds mature. It
is a win win for the US even if it visits the rest of the world with intolerable inflation.
Against this developing view, it is likely that in the not too distant future we will see, as the US becomes
an increasingly attractive investment destination, a reversal of the powerful investment inflow that has in
recent years allowed South Africa to balance our continuing trade deficit. The consequence of that
would be to erode the exchange rate of the Rand which would not be attractive to local investors, but it
would significantly enhance our international competitiveness. Always assuming then that internal
inefficiencies, such as the steadily-rising cost of electric power in this country, does not negate the
competitiveness benef its of a
weakening rand, then this scenario
could in the future significantly boost
the value of our commodity producers.
If you agree with this argument, then
you should give careful consideration
to the investment cycles of our coal
and platinum miners. In that light I
have reproduced ShareFinder’s
Fourier projection of the platinum
sector which is currently showing
surprising strength considering the
appalling Press it has enjoyed lately. If
the projection is correct then we might
expect the shares of the platinum
miners to bottom in price in the first
week of March next year.

In this light, the graph projections on the right
of Wall Street’s SP500 index and London’s
Financial Times Index suggest that the Fiscal
Cliff will have been satisfactorily addressed by
mid-December at the latest and that a healthy
bull market is likely to develop on Wall Street
and in London.
Here in South Africa, again if the graph
projections are to be believed, Mangaung
appears unlikely to present us with any grave
worries with our Blue Chips projected to keep
on rising steadily until mid-May. This is,
furthermore, supported by the fact that the
Rand is again strengthening relative to the
world’s main currencies as illustrated in my
third composite.
Furthermore, relative to the share markets of
the world’s Developed nations, the Developing
nations are performing well, outperforming the
Developed World index by a factor of 16.5%
compound as illustrated in my fourth graph.
In addition, our South African Blue Chips
continue to outperform the averages of the
world’s developing nations as illustrated by my
graph composite immediately below.

In conclusion then some might argue I was a
little quick to sound a cautionary note in my
Predicts column of last Friday. However, I stick
by my instincts in suggesting that freeing up a
little cash at this time might be prudent in the
light of the uncertainties surrounding the Fiscal
Cliff and the ongoing concerns about Europe
which appear now to be coming to a head once
more.
Prospects Portfolio

As I telegraphed last month, though I expect Kumba Minerals to keep on climbing at around 27%
compound in the year ahead, I took the opportunity to offload our investment at 559 last week because

I believe I can achieve better
performance elsewhere. As graphed on
the right, the portfolio is continuing to
perform satisfactorily having continued
to rise at compound 32.4% and, from an
original investment of R1-million in
January last year, we have now reached
a portfolio value of R1 661 561. My
desired share, MTN came into price
range last month when it fell to R149.44
but, alas, there were no funds in the
portfolio to buy it at that time and now it
has soared to R168.40. My projections
suggest that it is unlikely to come into buying range until June next year when it could be available at
R138, but that is rather too long to wait. I will continue to eye Howden for my shopping list though it
remains rather expensive at present and shows no sign of a decline in the near future. In addition I will
watch Clicks which could fall below R60 in the next few weeks offering an opportunity.
Managed British Portfolio
Since mid-September when we began buying British-listed shares for those of you who have made
money available for involvement in our offshore portfolio and have so far bought in nine of our ten
intended shares and, overall, the portfolio is up 2.3% since purchase. If you are interested in learning
more about this opportunity you are invited to make contact with Peter Armitage whose Anchor Capital
will be handling the day to day administration. Peter may be contacted at parmitage@rcis.co.za.
Underperformers
Listed below are all shares which have been underperforming the Blue Chip averages in respect of price
and dividend growth rates over the past five years. Note that all the shares listed below qualify for
inclusion in the ShareFinder Quality list because of their consistent dividend growth rates over many
years and those listed in green under the Dividend Growth heading have been consistently delivering
above-average dividend growth rates over at least the past five years

Top Performers:
The following shares are offered as suggested replacements for any in your portfolio that are achieving
lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates that are listed immediately
below. The shares listed in the second block below have been selected because of their investment
grade quality and their very high dividend growth rate and superior investment safety. The second b;ock
of ten offer significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment
risk:
The shares listed in the third block below have been selected because of their investment grade quality
and their very high price growth rate. These offer superior investment safety. The ten in the fourth block
generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment
risk:

Unit Trusts
The topmost 13 (green flagged) unit trusts listed below conform to the ideal that the latest annual price
growth rate is greater than the average of the past five years (Half) and the five-years average is
greater than that of the previous ten years (Full). In the groups that follow it should be noted that a high
ten-year growth average is seldom followed by similarly high interim growth rates which underscores
the fact that it is very difficult ever to select consistently high-performing funds. Trusts with the lowest
Risk number are the least price-volatile.

